Nonlinear nystagmus processing causes torsional VOR nonlinearity.
The eye movement component that rotates around the line of sight, i.e., the ocular torsion, is in many aspects different from horizontal and vertical eye movements. While ocular torsion is mediated only by reflexive pathways like the torsional vestibulo-ocular and optokinetic reflexes (TVOR and OKN, respectively), horizontal and vertical components are also subject to intentional control mechanisms that are mediated by the saccadic and the pursuit systems. Dynamic properties of torsional eye movements are also very distinct. While horizontal and vertical VOR components show a gain close to unity and a small neural integration leakage with a time constant around pi=30 s, the TVOR shows a smaller gain of 0.4 and also a greater leakage with pi=2 s. During slow head rotations in roll, the TVOR is even less compensatory. At small stimulation levels the gain drops to a value of 0.2 and proves thus to be nonlinear, i.e., to depend on the stimulus magnitude. In a recent study, we hypothesized that this nonlinearity might be the result of a nonlinear processing of nystagmus quick phases rather than a nonlinearity in direct or integrator TVOR pathways. In the present study, we experimentally tested this hypothesis by measuring ocular torsion responses at different head rotation speeds. In addition to the conventional approach of analyzing slow-phase velocity (SPV) gains, we also analyzed properties of nystagmus quick phases. This method proved to be suitable for determining whether nonlinear processing of nystagmus frequency is responsible for the TVOR nonlinearity.